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President Donald Trump has moved quickly to enact his policy agenda outlined during his 2016 Presidential
campaign. Though medium-term risks exist, the UBP ‘Start-Stop’ framework highlights the priority President Trump’s
appears to place on pursuing tax reform and a repeal of the Affordable Care Act to solidify his perceived legitimacy
via the 2018 Congressional Elections. These priorities enhance the existing strong global growth momentum which
should be the near-term focus for investors. Equities remain best positioned to capitalize on these trends as fixed
income markets no longer compensate investors well for interest rate or credit risk. Gold and risk premia strategies
remain our preferred vehicles to hedge against medium-term policy uncertainty.

Key points



Donald Trump has moved quickly to begin enacting the policy agenda outlined
during his 2016 campaign.



A ‘Start-Stop’ framework should be helpful in navigating the early days of a
Trump presidency that seeks to fulfill campaign ‘promises’, strengthen his
political mandate/legitimacy, while at the same time acknowledging the ‘America
First’ focus of his medium-term policy agenda.



The ‘Start’ phase of the Trump presidency is likely to see a drive to achieve
several of the cornerstones of the Trump campaign including tax reform, the
repeal of the Affordable Care Act (‘Obamacare’), and regulatory reform while
beginning the debate on trade and immigration reform.



The ‘Stop’ phase of a Trump presidency may emerge as the new President
seeks to pursue and potentially implement more contentious immigration and
trade policies especially in the context of underpinning the drive to solidify his
control of the US Congress in the 2018 Congressional elections.



Though the ‘Stop’ phase poses risks for investors in the medium term, against a
strengthening global growth backdrop and a supportive ‘Start’ phase, we view
equities as a key beneficiary with the prospects of an upside earnings surprise
still in place. The pause in the rise in interest rates presents an opportunity to
reduce interest rate risk in portfolios as economic strength and rising inflationary
pressures warrant higher rates in the year ahead.

Identifying President Donald Trump’s Policy Priorities
th

Following the election of Donald Trump as the 45 President of the United States,
many were hopeful that what some viewed as extreme proposals outlined on the
campaign trail would soon give way to more balanced solutions once he took
office.
Laying the groundwork to solidify
President Trump’s legitimacy in
2018

However, these expectations of a more moderate actual outcome belie the
political reality for President Donald Trump. In light of the deeply divided domestic
view on his presidency and having lost the popular vote in the election, President
Trump appears to seek to both ‘reward’ his supporters by delivering on campaign
promises while also laying the groundwork for solidifying his legitimacy ahead of
the US Congressional elections in 2018.
With these political objectives in mind, a turn away from his aggressive and
sometimes divisive campaign rhetoric appears unlikely and instead provides a
roadmap for the Trump policy agenda over the coming weeks and months.
As a reminder, the policy agenda outlined in the campaign focused on:


Support for economic growth/regulatory reform



Trade policy reform



Immigration reform



Repeal/reform of the Affordable Care Act

The first two weeks of the Trump Administration have demonstrated President
Trump’s focus on sticking to his campaign script including:


Announcing a temporary freeze on new regulations and taking steps
to begin the weakening of financial regulations enacted since 2008.



Formally announcing the US withdrawal from the Trans Pacific
Partnership.



Ordering the start of the construction of a border wall between the US
and Mexico.



Blocking the admission of nationals from seven ‘countries of concern’
to the United States for 90 days and stopping the admission of
refugees to the United States for four months (since blocked by US
courts).



Instructing US agencies to waive fees/grant exemptions from
Obamacare regulations ‘to the maximum extent permitted by the law’.
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Unsurprisingly, the bulk of these actions were taken via ‘Executive Orders’ which
do not require US Congressional approval. This approach serves a key political
purpose. The volume of actions (more Executive Orders should be expected in the
coming weeks) signals to voters that he is moving quickly to deliver on his
‘promises’, cementing his credibility with his core supporter base which swept him
into office in November.
In doing this, it allows the administration to pivot and buy time to achieve the next
stage of his political agenda, strengthening the legitimacy of his administration by
securing a more decisive majority in the US House of Representatives and more
importantly, the US Senate in the 2018 elections. With campaigning for these
elections set to begin in September 2017, it will be important for President Trump
to secure not only political victories among his supporters (which the Executive
Orders help achieve) but also to expand his appeal more broadly.

Economic stimulus and the repeal
of Obamacare are the Trump ‘100
day’ priorities

The Trump administration appears to believe that it can broaden its appeal by
focusing on providing support to the economy and the repeal/reform of the
Affordable Care Act. While many fear that restrictive trade policies may top the
Trump agenda, looking to the Trump campaign’s own ‘100 day Action Plan to
Make America Great Again’, the language used focused on announcements rather
than concrete actions with regards to existing trade policy (emphasis mine):


‘ANNOUNC(ING) my intent to withdraw or RENEGOTIATE the North
American Free Trade Agreement...’.



‘I will...IDENTIFY all trading abuses that unfairly impact American workers
and direct them to use every tool under American and International law to end
those abuses immediately’.

In contrast, the language used in connection to tax reform and the Affordable Care
Act repeal is more decisive (emphasis mine):


‘I will work with Congress to introduce the following legislative measures AND
FIGHT FOR THEIR PASSAGE WITHIN THE FIRST 100 DAYS OF MY
ADMINISTRATION’.


‘A middle-class family...WILL GET a 35% tax cut’.



‘The business rate WILL BE lowered from 35% to 15%’.



‘...American corporate money overseas can now be brought back
at a 10% rate’.



‘FULLY REPEAL Obamacare (Affordable Care Act) and
REPLACE it...’.

Interestingly, the language used to talk about infrastructure is much softer:


‘LEVERAGES public-private partnerships...to SPUR $1 trillion in
infrastructure investment’.

Thus, while undoubtedly there will be much political noise about trade in particular,
and to a lesser extent immigration policy, we expect the political objectives of the
Trump administration to be focused on seeking to lay the groundwork for the 2018
Republican campaigns for the US Congress by securing its tax reform agenda and
the repeal/replacement of the Affordable Care Act.
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Implications and Outlook for the US Economy

Sustained activity and upside risks
in growth, inflation and wages

The US economy has shown recent signs of acceleration, with strong rebounds in
both business and consumer confidence. Though fourth quarter GDP came in
lower than expected at 1.9% due to a negative net export contribution, momentum
on domestic demand has improved, with this now growing at 2.5% driven by
sustained consumption, a high level of activity in the housing sector and a
rebound in capex.
With momentum positive across several sectors, it makes sense to revise the
growth outlook upwards should key economic indicators continue to improve. This
has the potential to generated upside risks to inflation and wages as the slack in
the economy declines further. Headline inflation is now above 2% and it could
increase further in the second quarter. With the economy operating at full
employment, there is increasingly a shortage of available workers for specialized
and non-specialized activities already putting upward pressure on wages.
Core Inflation and Wage Pressures accelerating in the US

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

‘START-Stop’: a 4% growth target
through lower taxation and lower
regulation

The economic policy promised by Donald Trump, the candidate and now being
implemented by President Trump, tends to favour the supply side of the economy,
as seen in former US President, Ronald Reagan’s reforms.
The already strengthening US economy would receive a further boost if taxation is
reduced as promised for households and the corporate sector, potentially
generating a rebound in disposable income and profits (USD 350 bn scheduled
the first year according to Republican proposals).
Adding to lower taxes, the deregulation process for banks, energy and healthcare
(via the repeal of the Affordable Care Act) could provide further support for
corporate profits and spending.
Indeed, there is hope that by lowering US corporate taxation below the OECD
average while easing the regulatory burden on companies, that there will be a
restoration in the competitiveness of the US manufacturing (11.5% of GDP),
reinforcing corporate profitability, investment and employment in this sector of the
economy.

‘Start-STOP’: Economic
overheating, trade and immigration
policy, potential headwinds to
growth

Though there is an expectation of President Trump’s fiscal and regulatory
strategies providing more support to a strengthening US economy in the coming
quarters, they also pose a medium term risk to the sustainability of the current US
growth trend.
While the 4% target for US GDP growth mentioned by candidate Trump looks
ambitious, pursuit of this target risks overheating in the US economy. With
headline inflation already approaching the 2% level and core inflation seeing
upward pressure towards the Federal Reserve’s 2% target, President Trump’s
fiscal programme risks a further rise in both short and longer-term bond yields as
inflation expectations continue to rise.
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Indeed, markets currently price in only two rate hikes by the Federal Reserve
versus the three rate hikes suggested by the Federal Reserve itself creating risks
should that gap be closed in favour of higher rates, especially once clarity on the
Trump fiscal plan emerges moving into the summer of 2017.
Such clarity on fiscal and interest rate policy would potentially also renew a
strengthening in the US dollar against major trading partners as US interest rates
rise relative to those seen in other countries. This strength could provide a
meaningful headwind to US corporate profitability as seen in 2014-2015 as the
Federal Reserve began ‘tapering’ its quantitative easing programme.

A strengthening USD may be a
catalyst to accelerate trade policy
reforms in 2H

Indeed, a dramatic strengthening in the US dollar, especially against politically
sensitive trading partners such as China and Mexico might accelerate the
timetable on a more aggressive pursuit of trade reform outlined by the US
administration. Politically, this could be used as a catalyst to fulfill its Presidential
campaign promises on trade, laying the groundwork for Republican Congressional
campaigns beginning in the fall of 2017.
Though the discussion around tariffs and a new ‘border tax’ illustrates the
complexity of this topic, what appears clear is that such policy would distort costs
and pricing power for American and international firms operating in the US
depending on sector and business model. A corporates make adjustments in
response to these distortions, we would expect a drag on overall growth and
upward pressure on already accelerating inflation with the longer-term benefits, at
best, being somewhat uncertain.
The trade policy discussion could morph quickly into the immigration debate
posing longer-term economic threats should the flow of immigration slow more
permanently. According to the US census bureau, the ‘foreign-born’ population
within the United States is expected to expand almost three times as much as the
‘native born’ population (14.5% vs. 4.2%) by 2040, helping to offset the
demographic aging of the overall American population. As seen with the current
situation in Japan, where the population is now shrinking, such population
dynamics have implications for a nation’s long-term growth prospects.
UBP ‘START-STOP’ Framework

Source: UBP

Focus on global growth trends and managing risk around political trends
in 2017
While policy shifts certainly have the potential to inject uncertainty into global
markets during 2017, we believe the primary driver to markets in the coming
months remains the strong economic growth that is evident across major
economies around the world. This suggests that investors should primarily seek to
participate in this global recovery and, around that objective, to manage risks that
the prospect of policy changes by the new Trump administration might present in
the months ahead.
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Investors not well compensated for
interest rate or credit risk

Although global equities are not cheap by historical measures, the premium
investors are paid to take on credit risk (the credit spread) in US bond markets is
approaching historically low levels. Indeed, at current spreads, high yield bonds
have seen lower spreads during periods of economic boom such as 1994-1997
and 2004-2007. With yields after inflation also very low, total return prospects for
the fixed income asset class suggest that investors are not being well
compensated for the prospect of rising interest rate volatility nor being overly
compensated for the credit risk they are taking on.
As a result, we continue to moderate our interest rate exposure via floating rate
and inflation-linked exposure in the fixed income universe. While we remain
overweight high yield and emerging market debt, we have moderated the size of
both positions in light of today’s shifting risk-reward prospects.
With these fluctuating risk-reward prospects, and following the Trump election, we
have been tilting our exposure in favour of ‘direct’ equity exposure at the expense
of ‘indirect’ equity exposure (high yield, emerging market debt, convertible bonds,
etc.).

Japan: A primary beneficiary from
corporate reform and global
recovery

The strong US and global growth backdrop that lies ahead should provide a clear
benefit for globally-oriented Japan. Indeed, earnings expectations in Japan have
been revised up in recent months in anticipation of just such a situation. Despite
this, returns on equity delivered by Japanese corporates have been near to
cyclical lows at end-2016 suggesting that further upgrades could be in store, as
global growth not only continues but also as Japanese corporates work to drive
returns via reform and restructuring as they have done in 2016.
The global growth backdrop should also benefit globally sensitive European
corporates as well. However, unlike Japan, where the market appears to continue
to underprice the earning power of Japanese corporates, European markets have
already begun to anticipate the recovery in European corporate earnings,
requiring further upside surprises to growth in an already rebounding European
economy.
In contrast, US equities at the headline level sit at a historically expensive level.
However, the market has not yet fully priced the prospect of an earnings surprise
going forward driven not only by strong US growth but also the potential for a
boost to growth driven by Trump tax reforms. Looking beyond this, however,
within the US market, the divergence between historically expensive and cheap
stocks remains at levels last seen in 2001-2002 following the bursting of the tech
bubble. This suggests to us that the prospects for active, stock pickers in the US
should be high in 2017.

Gold and Risk Premia strategies
key to managing ‘Stop’ risks in
2017

Should our Start-Stop framework underestimate the prospect of an accelerated
Stop stage, managing these risks will be important for investors in 2017. We
believe gold provides a valuable tool to manage such risk, while acknowledging
that it comes with a higher level of volatility and capital risk for portfolios.
Complementing our gold positions, we continue to believe in the alternatives
space, especially via risk premia strategies which will be important in helping to
cushion portfolios in times of stress, should they re-emerge in 2017.
US Economic Policy Uncertainty reaching elevated levels

Source: EconomicPolicyUncertainty.com
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Disclaimer
This document is furnished for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to enter into any type of financial transaction or to
conclude any type of mandate with Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA or any entity of the Group (hereinafter «UBP»). This document does not constitute in any
manner an offer of securities, forex transactions, insurance solutions or pension plans. Although all efforts were undertaken to provide accurate and updated
information, the content of this document is provided without express or implied warranties or representations of any kind and no liability is accepted. It does not
qualify and has not to be considered as investment, legal or tax advice.
This document reflects the opinion of UBP as at the date of issue. It is not the result of financial analysis or research and is therefore not subject to legal
requirements regarding the independence of financial research. It is not intended for distribution, publication, or use in any jurisdiction where such distribution,
publication, or use would be unlawful, nor is it directed to any person or entity to which it would be unlawful to direct such a document.
The information and analysis contained herein have been based on sources believed to be reliable. However, UBP does not guarantee their timeliness, accuracy, or
completeness, nor does it accept any liability for any loss or damage resulting from their use. All information and opinions, as well as any price indicated, are subject
to change without notice. UBP shall not bear any obligation or duty of surveillance, warning or continuing monitoring of the situation described in the present
document. Past performance and/or financial market scenarios are no guarantee for current or future returns and the client may consequently get back less than
originally invested. In addition, the performance for the client may be reduced by commissions, fees and/or other charges.
The opinions herein do not take into account individual clients’ circumstances, objectives, or needs. UBP makes no representation as to the suitability or
appropriateness of the described investment products or services for any particular client, nor as to their future performance. Each client must make his own
independent decisions regarding any securities or financial instruments mentioned herein. Before entering into any transaction, each client is urged to consider the
suitability of the transaction in relation to his particular circumstances and to independently review, with professional advisors, the specific risks incurred, including
without limitation at the financial, regulatory, legal, accounting and tax levels.
The investments mentioned herein may be subject to risks that are difficult to quantify and to integrate into the valuation of investments. Generally speaking,
products with a high degree of risk, such as derivatives, structured products or alternative/non-traditional investments (such as hedge funds, private equity, real
estate funds, etc.) are suitable only for sophisticated investors who are capable of understanding and assuming the risks involved. The client may be exposed to
currency risk, because a product or an underlying investment of a product is denominated in a currency other than that of the country in which the client is resident.
The investments are exposed to currency fluctuations and may increase or decrease in value. Upon request, UBP is available to provide more information to clients
on risks associated with specific investments.
This document is confidential and is intended only for the use of the person to whom it was delivered. This document may not be reproduced (in whole or in part) or
delivered to any other person without the prior written approval of UBP.
Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA is authorised and regulated in Switzerland by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA).
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